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Illusory correlations (IC) are the perception of covariation, where none exists. For example,
people associate majorities with frequent behavior and minorities with infrequent behavior even
in the absence of such an association. According to the information loss account, ICs result from
greater fading of infrequent group-behavior combinations in memory. We conducted computer
simulations based on this account which showed that ICs are expected under standard conditions
with skewed category frequencies (i.e. 2:1 ratio for positive and negative descriptions), but not
under conditions with equated category frequencies (i.e. 1:1 ratio for positive and negative descriptions). Contrary to these simulations, our behavioral experiments revealed an IC under both
conditions, which did not decrease over time. Thus, information loss alone is not suﬃcient as an
explanation for the formation of ICs. These results imply that negative items contribute to ICs not
only due to their infrequency, but also due to their emotional salience.

1. Introduction
The ability to extract regularities from a limited number of observations is one of the most fundamental tools an organism needs
for adaptive behavior. Humans are even able to implicitly learn complex artiﬁcial grammars (e.g. Reber, 1967). In fact, humans have
such a strong propensity to detect patterns that they perceive contingencies in environments, even when there are no contingencies –
a phenomenon called illusory correlation (Chapman, 1967; Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976).
More technically, an illusory correlation (IC) is a subjectively perceived correlation between two events, which diﬀers systematically from the actual covariation between those events (e.g. Chapman, 1967; Fiedler, 2000). The two events might actually not
correlate at all or correlate in the opposite direction as reported. ICs have been investigated in basic research (e.g. Chapman, 1967;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1973) as well as in applied research, like psychodiagnostics (Chapman & Chapman, 1967), clinical psychology
(Alloy & Abramson, 1979), or organizational psychology (Feldman, Camburn, & Gatti, 1986). Very fruitful investigations on the IC
were conducted in stereotyping research (e.g. see Hamilton, 1981 or Stroessner & Plaks, 2001 for reviews).
There are (at least) two diﬀerent types of ICs discussed in the stereotyping literature – each associated with a speciﬁc pattern of
results (Hamilton, 1981; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973; see Fiedler, 2000, for a more ﬁne-grained classiﬁcation): the expectancy-based
and the distinctiveness-based illusory correlations. In expectancy-based ICs, participants already have an expectation about the
relationship of two variables, based on their experiences and personal beliefs. When study participants have to judge the covariation
between well-known groups (e.g. accountants and salesmen) and certain traits (e.g. timid and talkative) in a new set of stimuli, their
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judgment on the new set is usually consistent with their pre-experimental expectations (Hamilton & Rose, 1980).
In contrast, participants in experiments on the distinctiveness-based IC have to infer a correlation about material for which they
do not possess preexisting expectations about the relationship. In the framework of the current study, we primarily refer to the
distinctiveness-based IC.
In the seminal study of Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976), participants read short descriptions about members of two ﬁctional groups –
group A and group B, with group A having twice as many members as group B. For both groups, two-thirds of the description referred
to desirable behavior and one-third to undesirable behavior. In other words, group membership and behavior were uncorrelated.
Nevertheless, the participants showed a tendency to associate the majority with the frequent, desirable behavior and the minority
with the infrequent, undesirable behavior. This pattern was observed consistently across a range of dependent measures (evaluative
trait ratings, frequency judgments, and cued recall performance; Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976; see Mullen & Johnson, 1990 for a
review). The popularity of the concept of ICs stems from the fact that it oﬀers a cognitive explanation for the formation of stereotypes.
Moreover, the experimental set-up resembles the situation we encounter in our modern societies: minorities are by deﬁnition smaller
than majorities and most people behave in a norm-consistent, desirable way (e.g. Alves, Koch, & Unkelbach, 2017a; Fiske, 1980;
Kanouse, 1984).
Skewed frequency distributions are assumed to be essential for ICs to arise (e.g. Fiedler, 1991, 1996; Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976).
In cases in which undesirable behavior is more frequent than desirable behavior, the IC is reversed, i.e. the majority is evaluated less
favorable than the minority (Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976, Exp. 2; Mullen & Johnson, 1990). However, there is a still ongoing debate
about the mechanisms by which skewed frequency distributions inﬂuence our judgment and a variety of models have been put
forward to explain illusionary correlation. As a consequence, ICs have been investigated from various theoretical perspectives (e.g.
accentuation approach: McGarty, Haslam, Turner, & Oakes, 1993; availability account: Rothbart (1981); memory trace model: Smith,
1991; pseudocontingencies: Fiedler, Freytag, & Meiser, 2009; recurrent connectionist model: Van Rooy, Van Overwalle,
Vanhoomissen, Labiouse, & French, 2003; Rescorla-Wagner model: Murphy, Schmeer, Vallée-Tourangeau, Mondragón, & Hilton,
2011; attention theory: Sherman et al., 2009). Two prominent accounts are the shared distinctiveness account (SDA) and the information loss account (ILA). Our study was designed to test predictions made on the basis of these two accounts. For the sake of
clarity, we will describe only the SDA and ILA at this point; details of the other accounts can be found in the General Discussion.
The SDA states that infrequent combinations are more distinctive and, therefore, better encoded than more common ones
(Chapman, 1967; Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976; Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). Infrequent combinations are therefore more easily
available in memory than others. As individuals estimate the frequency of the combinations on the basis of their availability, infrequent combinations are overestimated (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973).
The evaluation of the empirical evidence for the SDA is unfortunately hampered by the fact that researchers conceptualized
distinctiveness quite diﬀerently. For example, Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976) deﬁned distinctiveness as infrequency, whereas Feldman
et al. (1986) also considered negativity as distinctive.
Schmidt (2012) identiﬁed four diﬀerent types of distinctiveness: (1) primary distinctiveness (distinctiveness in the immediate
context, usually due to infrequency), (2) secondary distinctiveness (distinctiveness over life-time, usually due to bizarreness), (3)
emotional signiﬁcance (emotional engaging stimuli) and (4) high priority stimuli (relevant, but non-arousing stimuli). For the
purpose of the current study, we deﬁne a stimulus as being distinctive, if it fulﬁlls one of these four criteria.
Evidence for better memory for shared distinctive items stems from studies using free recall (Hamilton, Dugan, & Trolier, 1985)
and one-shot ICs (Risen, Gilovich, & Dunning, 2007). Further support can be found in the memory literature: Distinctive items are in
general better remembered than non-distinctive items (e.g. Alves et al., 2015; Fabiani & Donchin, 1995; Hunt, 1995, 2009; von
Restorﬀ, 1933; see also Schmidt, 1991, 2012, for an integrative account). Furthermore, memory is even better for items that are
distinctive on several stimulus dimensions (e.g. Hunt & Mitchell, 1982; Kuhbandner & Pekrun, 2013).
The information loss account (ILA) oﬀers an alternative explanation for ICs without assuming any diﬀerential processing of
information (Fiedler, 1991, 1996, 2000; Smith, 1991). Since perception and memory are far from perfect, noise can distort parts of
information during encoding, storage, and retrieval. For example, due to such noise, we might misremember a rude person from the
majority as a member of the minority. If participants are asked to make a judgment about their attitude towards the groups, unbiased
aggregation of these distorted data alone is suﬃcient to lead to the erroneous conclusion that a correlation between groups and
behavior is present. In the typical IC experiments the distribution of the valence of the behavior is skewed, i.e. positive stimuli are
objectively more frequent than negative stimuli (or vice versa; Fig. 1). For the majority, the preponderance of positive (or negative)
behaviors becomes evident to the participant during encoding, because they can aggregate over a large number of instances.
Therefore, the subjective frequency estimates for the majority are not so much aﬀected by noise and should roughly correspond to the
actual frequencies. The minority, however, is more strongly aﬀected by this noise, because single outliers have more inﬂuence on the
estimates of smaller samples and the estimates regress to the mean (see 33% and 67% condition in Fig. 1). Thus, the main appeal of
the ILA is its parsimony. ICs can be explained without assuming biased processing (e.g. diﬀerent processing of distinctive and nondistinctive information).
Evidence for the ILA stems from computer simulations that reproduce the IC eﬀect without the assumption of biased processing
(Fiedler, 1996, 2000; Smith, 1991). But there is also experimental evidence that the overestimation of frequencies increases when
categories are split into sub-categories (Fiedler, 1991; Fiedler & Armbruster, 1994) or that ICs can be observed even in the absence of
distinctive or infrequent information (Fiedler, 1991; Shavitt, Sanbonmatsu, Smittipatana, & Posavac, 1999; Van Rooy, Vanhoomissen,
& Van Overwalle, 2013).
The SDA and the ILA are not mutually exclusive. However, it is necessary to test boundary conditions to judge the relative merit of
both accounts: One highly important boundary condition arises naturally from a closer look at the regression to the mean argument of
12
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Fig. 1. Regression to the mean as a potential cause for illusory correlation. In the 67% condition, positive behavior is presented twice as often as
negative behavior. In the 33% condition, in contrast, negative behavior is presented twice as often as positive behavior. In both cases, the subjective
estimates of the majority (dark grey line) are closer to the actually presented frequency (black line) than the estimates of the minority (light grey
line). The illusory correlation manifests itself as the diﬀerence between the subjective estimate of positive behavior for the majority and the minority
(dotted double arrow). Please note that no illusory correlation would be expected if positive and negative behavior were equally frequent (50%
condition). Adapted from Fiedler and Walther (2004, Figure 3.2).

the ILA. An illusory correlation would be expected only if the frequency distribution for behavior is skewed (33% and 67% condition
in Fig. 1), because only these circumstances allow diﬀerences in regression between the majority and the minority. Thus, no IC would
be expected when positive and negative behaviors are equally distributed (50% condition in Fig. 1).
A reassessment of the classical IC paradigm reveals that several kinds of distinctiveness are involved: Minority members are
distinctive in the context of presentation due to infrequency (primary distinctiveness). Negative behavior is not only distinctive due to
rarity in the stimulus set (primary distinctiveness), but also per se due to its rarity in real life (secondary distinctiveness) and
unpleasantness (emotional signiﬁcance) as documented by the literature on the asymmetry between positive and negative information (Fiske, 1980; Kanouse, 1984). Furthermore, positive information is more similar than negative information which additionally renders negative information distinctive (Alves, Koch, & Unkelbach, 2016, 2017b; Koch, Alves, Krüger, & Unkelbach,
2016). Thus, equating the category frequencies for negative and positive stimuli allows dissociating primary distinctiveness (resulting
from infrequency) from other forms of distinctiveness.
In such a setting with equated frequencies, the SDA would still predict the presence of an IC, whereas the ILA would predict its
absence, because regression to the mean would equally aﬀect positive and negative items, as illustrated (Fig. 1).
The ﬁrst and most important research question of the present study was, thus, whether an IC could be observed in a condition
with equated frequencies (with positive and negative items being equally frequent). For this purpose, ﬁndings in the equated frequency condition were compared to a condition with skewed frequencies (i.e. the standard paradigm with positive items twice as
frequent as negative items). To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has directly addressed such a comparison.
A second research question concerned the relationship between memory and IC. Both, the SDA and the ILA, assume a causal
contribution of memory in the formation of ICs, even though they assign diﬀerent roles to memory. Based on the SDA, memory should
be better for the minority than for the majority and best for negative items of the minority. Moreover, the better memory for such
distinct group-behavior combinations should be predictive for the extent of ICs. In contrast, the ILA would predict similar memory
performance for all group-behavior combinations, because the random noise is supposed to aﬀect all of them in the same manner.
The third research question of the present study was whether ICs would remain stable over time – a question still understudied.
Feldman et al. (1986) investigated ICs using delays of 12 or 24 h. Unfortunately, the results of this study are inconclusive, because
their paradigm failed to induce a reliable IC in the ﬁrst place. Distinctiveness eﬀects on episodic memory are relatively stable over
time (e.g. Hunt, 2009). Thus, on the basis of the SDA, we would expect the IC to be unaﬀected by a time delay. However, it also seems
plausible to assume that the distortion of the encoded material due to information loss increases over time. Memory steeply declines
over a short range of time after initial encoding (Ebbinghaus, 1885/1966; see Rubin & Wenzel, 1996 for an extensive review). Thus,
introducing a short delay after initial encoding should already lead to some information loss and regression to the mean. The extent of
IC as a function of noise presumably follows an inverted u-shaped pattern. As long as estimates for both, the majority and the
minority, can still regress, increases in noise will increase the extent of IC, because more information will be lost for the minority than
the majority. If information about the minority is almost completely lost and only the estimates for the majority can show further
regression, then increases in noise will reduce the diﬀerence between both groups and the extend of IC (see also Fiedler, Russer, &
Gramm, 1993). Thus, while the SDA predicts that a time delay does not aﬀect ICs, the ILA predicts that a short time delay after
establishing an IC might lead to an increase of ICs.
As a ﬁrst step, we tested our theoretical assumptions on the impact of equated category frequencies and temporal delay in a
13
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the aggregation process in BIAS. The majority is represented by 12 stimuli – 8 positive and 4 negative. The minority is
represented by 6 stimuli – 4 positive and 2 negative. During the aggregation process, each row is summed up. Black rectangles are counted as +1
and white rectangles as -1. The aggregate vector is then correlated with the ideal type of positive behavior. The aggregate of the majority correlates
more closely with the ideal type than the aggregate of the minority. Adapted from Fiedler (1996, Fig. 2).

computer simulation based on the Brunswikian Induction Algorithm for Social cognition (BIAS; Fiedler, 1996, 2000; Fiedler &
Walther, 2004). BIAS implements the assumptions of the ILA that the mere unbiased processing of information in a noisy environment is suﬃcient for the formation of ICs. Subsequently, we tested the predictions derived from the simulation in two behavioral
experiments – one with the standard skewed distribution (Experiment 1) and the second with an equal distribution (Experiment 2).
2. Simulation study
2.1. Method
BIAS applies the principles of information loss and aggregation on stimulus matrices to simulate cognitive biases.
Computationally, the BIAS model assumes that information is represented in a stimulus matrix in which the columns represent
individual stimuli or events and the rows represent cues (e.g. features of a stimulus), i.e. a stimulus is not a scalar value, but a vector
(Fig. 2; Fiedler, 1996, 2000). Each stimulus vector is derived from the distal entity. The distal entity is a vector that deﬁnes the true
values, i.e. how the values of the stimulus would look like in an ideal, noise-free environment. Due to noise (e.g. misperceptions,
forgetting, natural variations) the stimulus vector will deviate from the distal entity, i.e. some elements of the stimulus vector
randomly diﬀer from the distal entity. For example, red and white roses are both instances of the distal entity roses and, therefore,
resemble each other even though genetic and ontogenetic variations alter their appearance to some degree. The error variance due to
noise is removed by applying an aggregation rule (e.g. averaging or summation) on each row. If there is a prevailing tendency in the
data, it will become apparent after aggregation. If, for example, a person is asked about his/her attitude towards a product, this
person will aggregate over arguments for and against the product. The attitude would be positive, if there are more pros than cons
(Fiedler, 1996).
In our simulation, a stimulus was represented by a vector with ten elements (Fig. 2; Fiedler, 1996). Each element represented a
feature or cue. The presence of a feature was coded as 1, and the absence of a feature was coded as -1. The ten elements represented
the valence of the trait. Positive and negative traits were coded as the exact opposite of each other. In order to explore the impact of
the noise level on the extent of IC, either one, two, three, four, or ﬁve elements (corresponding to total information loss) were
randomly chosen and reversed.
For the simulation of the skewed frequency condition, the simulation included 16 positive and 8 negative behaviors for the
majority, as well as 8 positive and 4 negative behaviors for the minority. For the simulation of the equal frequency condition, the
simulation included 12 positive and 12 negative behaviors for the majority, as well as 6 positive and 6 negative behaviors for the
minority. In order to assess the prevailing tendency for each run, the stimuli were summed up row-wise for each group separately and
the resulting aggregated vector was correlated with the predeﬁned ideal vector for positive stimuli (Fig. 2). A high correlation means
that the aggregate corresponds closely to the ideal vector. The average correlations scores of the two groups across 1000 simulations
were compared by paired t-tests. In these simulations, an illusory correlation was judged to be present, if the aggregate of the
majority correlated signiﬁcantly higher with the ideal vector of positive stimuli than the aggregate of the minority. All simulations
were run in R 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016) using custom-written R code.
2.2. Results
The results of the computer simulation are depicted in Fig. 3. As hypothesized, there were ICs in the skewed frequency condition
for the noise levels one to four, i.e. the correlation between the ideal vector for positive behavior and the aggregate vector was higher
for the majority than for the minority (all t-values > 21.03, p < .001). Thus, the overall positivity became more apparent for the
14
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Fig. 3. Results of the computer simulation with BIAS. The illusory correlation is depicted as diﬀerence between the majority’s correlation with the
ideal vector and the minority’s correlation with the ideal vector for the skewed frequency condition (solid line) and the equated frequency condition
(dashed line). In the skewed frequency condition an illusory correlation was present at all noise levels but the 5th. In the equated frequency
condition, the illusory correlation was absent at all noise levels.

majority than the minority at these noise levels. As expected, no IC was observed at the highest noise level when all ﬁve elements
were changed (t(999) = 0.10, p = .917), because all information was erased by noise. Also as predicted, the extent of ICs initially rose
with increasing noise levels and then fell for more extreme levels of noise: The ICs of all ﬁve noise levels signiﬁcantly diﬀered from
each other (all p-values < .008). In contrast, for the equated frequency condition, there were no signiﬁcant ICs at any noise level (|t
(999)| < 1.06, p > .289) and no diﬀerences between the ﬁve noise levels either (all p-values > .330).
To sum up, the simulations showed that ICs were only present in the skewed frequency condition and the extent of ICs initially
increased with increasing noise and then declined with extensive noise levels. These results have two implications for our experiments: (1) If nothing but information loss exerts an eﬀect on judgment, an IC should be observed in Experiment 1 (skewed frequency
condition), but not in Experiment 2 (equated frequency condition). (2) If information loss is moderate, a short delay should increase
the extent of IC. Thus, if the assumptions of the ILA hold, the pattern of the behavioral data should resemble the pattern found in the
simulations.
3. Experiment 1: Skewed frequency condition
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
Thirty-four students (26 female) of the Saarland University participated in Experiment 1. Participants received course credit or
comparable compensations for their participation. Data of six participants were not included in the analysis. One participant did not
use the correct response keys. The ﬁve other excluded participants were either not German native speakers (n = 2), who were granted
participation in the study in order to obtain course credits, or were participants who inferred the hypotheses of the study as reported
in the post-experimental questionnaire (n = 3). The latter three participants reported quite speciﬁc hypotheses about the purpose of
the experiment (e.g. that the experiment was about distinctive features of minorities or about the development of stereotypes about
minorities, or even explicitly mentioned illusory correlations) and were excluded on the grounds of previous ﬁndings: The awareness
of inﬂuence can hamper the investigation of judgmental biases (see Bless, Fiedler, & Strack, 2004, pp. 122–124, for a discussion).
Speciﬁcally to the illusory correlation, knowledge about the task has been shown to reduce the extent of illusory correlation (e.g.
Chapman, 1967; Lilli & Rehm, 1983, 1984). Thus, from our point of view, the inclusion of these participants would diminish the
validity of the data. The exclusion of the three participants did, however, not aﬀect the major ﬁndings. The ﬁnal sample comprised 28
participants (23 female, median age 23 years, range 18–31 years).
3.1.2. Materials
For Experiment 1, 24 positive and 12 negative adjectives were drawn from a pool of 48 trait adjectives and matched for arousal,
imageability, and word length (see Supplementary Materials for details). Descriptions of traits were chosen instead of descriptions of
behavior, because by this approach sentence lengths and, thus, encoding times could be equated. Thirty-six German male ﬁrst names
that were popular in the time period from 1986 to 1993 were selected from a website (http://www.beliebte-vornamen.de/). We
15
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Table 1
Distribution of positive and negative traits across groups for Experiment 1 and 2.
Experiment 1

Majority
Minority

Experiment 2

Positive traits

Negative traits

Positive traits

Negative traits

16
8

8
4

12
6

12
6

selected this time period to ensure that the participants were familiar with the ﬁrst names. Consistent with other studies on the IC
(e.g. Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976; Stroessner, Hamilton, & Mackie, 1992), the names were restricted to male names in order to control
for possible eﬀects of the stimulus persons’ gender.
For each participant, a list of 36 person descriptions was created. The 36 ﬁrst names and trait adjectives were randomly combined
to a description and assigned either to the majority, group A, or to the minority, group B. As shown in Table 1, sixteen descriptions
with positive traits and eight descriptions with negative traits were assigned to group A, eight descriptions with positive traits and
four descriptions with negative traits were assigned to group B.
3.1.3. Procedure
The experiment was programmed and run using E-Prime 2.0. Participants sat in front of a 17 in. monitor and were individually
tested. All displays were centered and had white background. Words and sentences were presented in black 18pt Courier New font.
The instruction followed those of Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976) and Pryor (1986). The experiment was described as being concerned
with how people perceive and retain information about others. Participants were told that they would read descriptions of students
made by persons close to them and that each person belonged to one of two groups, which actually existed and were arbitrarily
named group A and group B for the purpose of the experiment (see Table 2 for an overview over the experiment).
During encoding participants saw 36 descriptions. They were instructed to read the descriptions and memorize all the information
for a subsequent memory test. Each trial started with a ﬁxation cross presented for 500 ms. Then a blank appeared for 200 ms. Next,
the descriptions appeared on the screen for 4000 ms. Each description contained a male ﬁrst name, the group membership, and a
positive or negative trait (e.g. “Oliver from group A is nice.” or “Andreas from group B is stubborn.”). The descriptions were presented
in a random order. At the end of the trial another blank was presented for 200 ms.
After the encoding task participants had to count backward from 100 in steps of three for one minute and to enter the number they
reached. Then they started the group assignment task. This task was intended to assess the bias against the minority and probe the
source memory for group membership. Participants were told to assign the descriptions to one of the groups as fast and as accurately
as possible. Each trial started with a blank presented for 200 ms. Next, the sentences from the encoding task were presented again in
random order without group information (e.g. “Oliver is nice.”). Participants could respond for 2500 ms by pressing the F or the J key
on the keyboard. Response keys to group assignments were counterbalanced across participants. Only when participants did not
respond within the given time window, a feedback screen appeared for 500 ms, reminding the participant to respond faster on the
Table 2
Overview over the procedure in Experiment 1 and 2. The tasks were presented in the order in which they are listed (except the frequency estimation
and the evaluative trait rating for which the order was counterbalanced across subjects). The list below each task summarizes the measures we
derived from this task.
Encoding Task
Filler Counting Task (1 min.)
Immediate Testing
Group Assignment (assessing bias against the minority, illusory correlation, and source memory performance)
Frequency Estimation
(assessing bias against the minority and illusory correlation)
Evaluative Trait Rating
(as in Frequency Estimation)

•
•
•

Filler Task (40 min.)
Delayed Testing
Group Assignment (assessing bias against the minority, illusory correlation, and source memory performance)
Frequency Estimation
(assessing bias against the minority and illusory correlation)
Evaluative Trait Rating
(as in Frequency Estimation)

•
•
•

Sentence Valence Rating (calculating the encoded correlation)
Control Questionnaire

16
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next trials. Each trial ended with another blank shown for 200 ms.
Next, participants ﬁlled out computerized versions of the frequency estimation task, in which participants estimated the percentage of negative traits for each group separately, and the evaluative trait rating, in which participants rated each group separately
on ten traits (helpful, tolerant, sociable, aﬀectionate, honest, ingenious, friendly, unreliable, industrious, and irresponsible taken from
Fiedler et al., 1993) using a 10-point rating scale. The frequency estimation task and the evaluative trait rating as well as the group
labels were counterbalanced across participants.
For about 40 min participants conducted an unrelated ﬁller task. After this delay participants performed the group assignment
task, the frequency estimation task, and the evaluative trait rating for a second time in the same sequence as in the ﬁrst part of the
experiment. After these tasks, the sentences of the encoding task were presented again. Participants had to rate the valence of each
sentence by using the keys 1, 2, and 3, i.e. whether the sentence was negative, neutral, or positive. This sentence valence rating served
as a manipulation check to ascertain that the sentences were accurately encoded according to our intended design. When participants
pressed one of the keys, a blank was presented for 400 ms followed by the next sentence.
At the end of the experiment the participants were given a questionnaire which asked for participants’ sensitivity for the hypotheses and related control questions.
3.1.4. Data analysis
At both, immediate and delayed testing, group assignments, frequency estimation, and evaluative trait rating were used to assess
the amount of bias against the minority. In order to control for Type I errors while at the same time preserving statistical power, these
measures were subjected to a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with the factors Group and Time point. We used the
diﬀerence between the relative frequency of positive and negative descriptions assigned to each group in the group assignment task,
the estimated relative frequency of negative behavior for each group, and the mean evaluative trait rating scores for each group as
dependent measures. Signiﬁcant main eﬀects or interactions were followed up with univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA).
Source memory performance was used to test for better memory of shared-distinctive items. Memory was assessed by calculating
the unbiased hit rates (Wagner, 1993) for the valence condition (positive vs. negative) and the two time points (immediate vs.
delayed) separately. Unbiased hit rates are the conditional probability that the stimulus is correctly classiﬁed given the stimulus is
shown (e.g. correctly assigning “A” to a group A item) multiplied with the conditional probability that the correct response category
is chosen given this response category (e.g. correctly responding “A” when responding “A”).
The unbiased hit rates were transformed with an arcsine transformation (Wagner, 1993) to ensure normal distribution and
entered in a repeated measure ANOVA with Group (majority vs. minority), Valence (positive vs. negative), and Time point (immediate vs. delayed) as independent variables.
In order to provide a comprehensive picture of the memory performance, we also analyzed the memory data using Pr, a measure
for discrimination, and Br, a measure for response bias (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988). Pr and Br were calculated for negative and
positive valence and for the two time points (immediate and delayed) separately and entered in a repeated measure ANOVA with
Valence (positive vs. negative) and Time point (immediate vs. delayed) as independent variables.
In order to quantitatively assess the extent of ICs, correlation coeﬃcients were calculated individually for each participant,
dependent variable, and time point separately: Phi coeﬃcients for group and valence were calculated from the group assignment and
the frequency estimation data. Point-biserial correlations for group and evaluation were calculated from the evaluative trait rating
data from the learning phase and the sentence rating data at the end of the experiment. The latter correlation coeﬃcient represents
the encoded correlation. With it, we can not only ensure that participants accurately encoded the sentences according to our experimental design (i.e. that participants interpreted a negative description as negative). We can also preclude that the IC was already
formed during encoding (i.e. that erroneous encoding acts as a source of the noise according to the ILA) which might hamper the
interpretation of the retrieval data. Please note that the phi coeﬃcient and the point-biserial correlation are both simpliﬁed versions
of the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient and are therefore comparable with each other. Positive correlations indicate that the majority is
associated more with positive descriptions and the minority more with negative descriptions. Fisher z-transformation was applied to
all correlation coeﬃcients for statistical tests. All correlation coeﬃcients were subjected to a MANOVA to test for diﬀerence from a
null vector. If a signiﬁcant eﬀect was observed, follow-up one-tailed t-tests were conducted.
All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Eﬀect sizes for t-tests were calculated
with G*Power 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). The alpha criterion was set to p = .050 for all analyses. The BenjaminiHochberg procedure for multiple comparisons was used to adjust the p-values in follow-up tests.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Group assignments, frequency estimation, and evaluative trait rating
The MANOVA revealed a main eﬀect for Group (Wilk’s Λ = 0.64, F(3, 25) = 4.64, p = .010). The univariate follow-up analyses
indicated that participants assigned more negative descriptions to the minority than to the majority (F(1, 27) = 14.93, p = .003,
ηp2 = 0.36; see Fig. 4 Top), estimated the frequency of negative traits to be higher in the minority than in the majority (F(1,
27) = 4.59, p = .041, ηp2 = 0.15; see Fig. 4 Middle), and evaluated the minority less favorable than the majority (F(1, 27) = 10.30,
p = .005, ηp2 = 0.28; see Fig. 4 Bottom), even though the ratios of positive and negative descriptions at encoding were equal in both
groups. Thus, an IC was present in all three measures. The main eﬀect for Time point was not signiﬁcant (Wilk’s Λ = 0.74, F(3,
25) = 2.94, p = .052). Critically, the interaction between Group and Time point was not signiﬁcant (Wilk’s Λ = 0.98, F(3,
25) = 0.15, p = .930), indicating that the IC was stable over time.
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Fig. 4. Overview over the results of Experiment 1. Top: Diﬀerence between positive and negative traits assigned to each group. Middle: Estimated
ratio of negative trait in percent. The bold line represents the true ratio. Bottom: Mean evaluative trait ratings. Error bars represent between-subject
standard errors.

3.2.2. Memory
The results for the unbiased hit rates can be seen in Fig. 5. There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect for Group (F(1, 27) = 147.45,
p < .001, ηp2 = 0.85). Source memory was better for descriptions of the majority than for descriptions of the minority. This main
eﬀect was modulated by Valence (F(1, 27) = 7.25, p = .012, ηp2 = 0.22). No other eﬀects were observed (all Fs < 1.84, p > .187).
The Group × Valence interaction was followed-up by t-tests for descriptions of each group: positive descriptions of the majority were
better recalled than negative descriptions of the majority (t(27) = 3.28, p = .006, two-tailed, Cohen’s d = 0.62). Contrary to the
predictions of the SDA, no diﬀerence was observed between the recall of positive and negative descriptions of the minority (t
(27) = −0.67, p = .506, two-tailed, Cohen’s d = −0.13).
The results for Pr and Br can be seen in Fig. 6. The analysis of item discrimination Pr did not reveal any signiﬁcant eﬀects (all
Fs < 1, p > .332). In contrast, the analysis of the response bias Br revealed a signiﬁcant eﬀect for Valence (F(1, 27) = 8.57,
p = .007, ηp2 = 0.24) indicating that participants were more likely to assign positive descriptions to the majority than negative
descriptions. No other eﬀects were signiﬁcant (all Fs < 1, p > .579).

3.2.3. Measures of illusory correlations
The overall MANOVA was signiﬁcant (Wilk’s Λ = 0.49, F(7, 21) = 3.09, p = .021). As can be seen in Table 3, an IC was observed
for all correlation coeﬃcients except the coeﬃcient for the frequency estimation task at immediate testing (p = .053) and the
encoded correlation (p = .215). The latter ﬁnding indicates that the IC was formed after encoding. Furthermore, the encoded correlation did neither correlate with any single IC coeﬃcient (all p-values > .282) nor with the average of all single IC coeﬃcients
(r = −0.07, p = .708).
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Fig. 5. Unbiased hit rates for source memory in Experiment 1 (Top) and Experiment 2 (Bottom). Error bars represent between-subject standard
errors.

3.3. Discussion
The aim of Experiment 1 was to reproduce the eﬀect of an illusory correlation for the standard skewed frequency distributions
(Hamilton and Giﬀord, 1976) and to validate our experimental design and materials. Our experiment indeed successfully evoked ICs,
which were observed consistently across all task for assessing ICs (group assignment, frequency estimation, and evaluative trait
rating). By obtaining these assessments in Experiment 1, we established a baseline for Experiment 2, in which we sought to test our
prediction that, contrary to the predictions of the ILA, equated frequencies for positive and negative traits still result in an IC.
Other noteworthy ﬁndings of Experiment 1 were that ICs did not change over time and were not attributable to erroneous
encoding. Moreover, the analysis of source memory accuracy revealed that descriptions of the majority were better remembered than
descriptions of the minority, and positive descriptions of the majority were better remembered than its negative descriptions.
Contrary to the SDA, negative descriptions of group B members were not better remembered than positive descriptions. In addition to
this, response bias, but not item discrimination diﬀered between positive and negative descriptions. We review these ﬁndings in
detail in the general discussion.
4. Experiment 2: Equated frequency condition
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants
41 students (35 female) of the Saarland University participated in Experiment 2. Participants received partial course credit or
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Fig. 6. Pr and Br scores for memory in Experiment 1 (Top) and Experiment 2 (Bottom). Error bars represent between-subject standard errors.
Table 3
Size of the illusory correlation in Experiment 1 and 2 across measures and time points. Please note that the presented measures are untransformed
correlation coeﬃcients. Statistical tests, however, were conducted with the Fisher z-transformed coeﬃcients. The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure
was used to adjust the p-values.
Group assignment

Frequency estimation

Evaluative trait rating

Encoded correlation

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Exp. 1

Immediate
Delayed

0.12**
0.13*

0.19
0.27

0.11†
0.10*

0.32
0.27

0.26**
0.23**

0.41
0.35

–
0.02

–
0.11

Exp. 2

Immediate
Delayed

0.13**
0.10*

0.17
0.30

0.10**
0.08*

0.19
0.22

0.25**
0.22*

0.39
0.43

–
−0.01

–
0.07

Signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero:
†
p < .10 one-tailed.
* p < .05 one-tailed.
** p < .01 one-tailed.

comparable compensations for their participation. Those who did not ﬁnish the experiment properly (n = 2 did not use the correct
response keys, n = 1 could not ﬁnish task due to technical error), who reported severe diﬃculties to focus on the task (n = 3), or who
reported quite speciﬁc hypotheses about the purpose of the study as reported in the post-experimental questionnaire (n = 5) were
excluded from further analysis. The exclusion of the participants who inferred the hypotheses of the study rendered some eﬀects
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Fig. 7. Overview over the results of Experiment 2. Top: Diﬀerence between positive and negative descriptions assigned to each group. Please note
that the diﬀerence score are smaller than in Experiment 1 due to the equated frequencies of positive and negative descriptions. Middle: Estimated
ratio of negative traits in percent. The bold line represents the true ratio. Bottom: Mean evaluative trait ratings. Error bars represent between-subject
standard errors.

marginally signiﬁcant or non-signiﬁcant. However, similar as for Experiment 1, we opted to exclude the latter participants, because
otherwise the validity of the conclusions drawn from the data could be considered as compromised (see Section 3.1.1 for a discussion
of the relevant research). The ﬁnal sample comprised 30 participants (26 female, median age 20 years, range 18–30 years).
4.1.2. Materials
For Experiment 2, 18 positive and 18 negative traits were drawn from the pool of 48 adjectives and again matched for arousal,
imageability, and word length (see Supplement S1). For each participant, the 36 ﬁrst names and trait adjectives were randomly
combined to a description and assigned either to group A (majority) or to group B (minority). Twelve positive and twelve negative
person descriptions were assigned to group A, six positive and six negative descriptions were assigned to group B (see Table 1).
4.1.3. Procedure and data analysis
For Experiment 2 the same experimental and analytical procedures were used as for Experiment 1.
4.2. Results
4.2.1. Group assignments, frequency estimation, and evaluative trait rating
The overall MANOVA revealed a main eﬀect for Group (Wilk’s Λ = 0.73, F(3, 27) = 3.37, p = .033). Similar to Experiment 1, the
univariate follow-up analyses indicated that participants assigned more negative descriptions to the minority than to the majority (F
(1, 29) = 9.53, p = .012, ηp2 = 0.25; see Fig. 7 Top), estimated the frequency of negative traits to be higher in the minority than in
the majority (F(1, 29) = 6.26, p = .018, ηp2 = 0.18; see Fig. 7 Middle), and evaluated the minority less favorable than the majority (F
(1, 29) = 6.71, p = .018, ηp2 = 0.19; see Fig. 7 Bottom). Thus, an IC was present in all three measures. No main eﬀect for Time point
was observed (Wilk’s Λ = 0.92, F(3, 27) = 0.82, p = .495). As in Experiment 1, the interaction between Group and Time point was
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again not signiﬁcant (Wilk’s Λ = 0.97, F(3, 27) = 0.28, p = .840), indicating that the IC was stable over time.

4.2.2. Memory
As in Experiment 1, arcsine-transformed unbiased hit rates were entered in a repeated measure ANOVA with the factors Group
(majority vs. minority), Valence (positive vs. negative), and Time point (immediate vs. delayed). There was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect
for Group (F(1, 29) = 332.46, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.92). Source memory performance was better for the majority than for the minority
(Fig. 5). This eﬀect was modulated by Valence (F(1, 29) = 8.44, p = .007, ηp2 = 0.23). No other eﬀects were observed (all Fs < 1,
p > .413). The Group × Valence interaction was followed up by t-tests. The follow-up t-test for the majority revealed a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence (t(29) = 2.40, p = .046, two-tailed, Cohen’s d = −0.44) between positive and negative descriptions, with positive descriptions being better recalled than negative descriptions. As in Experiment 1, no such diﬀerence was observed for the minority (t
(29) = −1.11, p = .275, two-tailed, Cohen’s d = −0.20).
The results for Pr and Br can be seen in Fig. 6. As in Experiment 1, no eﬀects were observed for Pr (all Fs < 1, p > .649). In
contrast, the analysis of Br revealed a signiﬁcant eﬀect for Valence (F(1, 27) = 12.65, p = .001, ηp2 = 0.30), indicating that participants were more likely to assign positive descriptions to the majority than negative descriptions. No other eﬀects were signiﬁcant
(all Fs < 1, p > .622).

4.2.3. Measures of illusory correlations
Using the same procedure as in Experiment 1, correlation coeﬃcients were calculated for each dependent variable and each time
point separately. The overall MANOVA was signiﬁcant (Wilk’s Λ = 0.57, F(7,23) = 2.47, p = .048). As in Experiment 1, an IC was
observed for all tasks but the sentence valence rating (encoded correlation: p = .348; Table 3). Furthermore, the encoded correlation
did neither correlate with any single IC coeﬃcient (all p-values > .174) nor with the average of all single IC coeﬃcients (r = −0.14,
p = .447).

4.2.4. Comparison between Experiment 1 and 2
In order to put the results into perspective, we also compared the results from Experiment 1 and 2 statistically. We found no
diﬀerences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in the bias against the minority (all Fs < 1.23, p > .310), memory task (all
Fs < 2.18, p > .145), and IC coeﬃcients (all Fs < 1, p > .635).
Next, we collapsed the samples of both experiments in order to calculate two linear regressions that assess the relative contribution of source memory performance on the ICs, separately for the frequency estimation task and the evaluative trait rating. We
used the arcsine-transformed unbiased hit rates as predictors and IC as criterion. All measures were collapsed across time points. The
memory performance for each of the four category combinations signiﬁcantly predicted the IC in both tasks (see Table 4). As
indicated by the sign of the regression coeﬃcients, memory for positive descriptions of the majority and negative descriptions of the
minority increased the IC, whereas memory for negative descriptions of the majority and positive descriptions of the minority
decreased it.
Furthermore, the model was not improved, when experiment was included as categorical predictor (frequency estimation:
ΔR2 < 0.01, F(1, 52) = 0.06, p = .809; evaluative trait rating: ΔR2 < 0.01, F(1, 52) = 0.04, p = .845) or as moderator (frequency
estimation: ΔR2 = 0.07, F(4, 48) = 1.55, p = .203; evaluative trait rating: ΔR2 = 0.02, F(4, 48) = 0.37, p = .828).
However, as indicated by the bivariate correlations (Table 5) between the variables, memory performance for positive descriptions of the majority and for negative descriptions of the minority act as suppressor variables, i.e. they do not predict the extent of
illusory correlation themselves, but contribute to the prediction by removing criterion-irrelevant variance from the other predictors
(Pandey & Elliott, 2010). This might be the case due to partial structural dependence between the variables. In other words, the
variance that is not shared between the variables predicts IC. Nevertheless, the results indicate that memory for both, positive and
negative descriptions, plays a key role in IC.
Table 4
Standardized regression coeﬃcients (β) of the arcsine-transformed unbiased hit rates in the prediction of the illusory correlation in the frequency
estimation task and the evaluative trait rating.
Majority

Minority

Positive
Frequency Estimation
Evaluative Trait Rating

**

Negative

Positive

Negative

−0.56
−0.53***

−0.39
−0.34**

0.28*
0.37**

***

0.36
0.53***

Frequency estimation: R2 = 0.43, evaluative trait rating: R2 = 0.41.
Signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero:
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.
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Table 5
Correlations between unbiased hit rates and IC. Data were collapsed across the experiments.

Majority Positive
Majority Negative
Minority Positive
Minority Negative

Frequency Estimation

Evaluative Trait Rating

Majority Positive

Majority Negative

Minority Positive

Minority Negative

−0.00
−0.47***
−0.43***
−0.01

0.21
−0.32*
−0.27*
0.11

–
0.35**
0.48***
0.08

–
0.44***
0.48***

–
0.13

–

Signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero:
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
*** p < .001.

4.3. Discussion
Experiment 2 tested whether an IC could be observed even in the equated frequency condition. In essence, all the results from
Experiment 1 could be replicated in Experiment 2.
To sum up, irrespective of the experimental condition (skewed vs. equal distribution) an IC was found. Thus, participants associated the majority with positive traits and the minority with negative traits. The IC was not aﬀected by the delay.
5. General discussion
The main goal of the present study was to compare the relative merits of two accounts for ICs, the Shared Distinctiveness Account
(SDA) and the Information Loss Account (ILA). For this purpose, we: (1) used computer simulations based on the BIAS model to
derive exact predictions, whether an IC would be present in an equal frequency condition under the assumption of pure information
loss, (2) tested whether the predictions derived from the simulations correspond to the behavioral data, and (3) explored whether
observed illusory correlations were stable over time shortly after initial encoding.
5.1. Information loss versus shared distinctiveness
The computer simulations showed that the ILA would predict the presence of an IC in the skewed frequency condition, but not in
the equal frequency condition. The main result of the two behavioral experiments is that the same extent of ICs can be observed
irrespective of the frequency ratio in all three common measures of ICs (frequency estimation, group assignment, and evaluative trait
rating). The latter results are clearly incompatible with the notion of the ILA that ICs can be explained by the nature of skewed
frequency distributions and pure information loss. The ILA can only account for the current ﬁndings when additional assumptions are
made, such as that the processing varies depending on the content or context. Fiedler (2000) oﬀered a computational implementation
of selective forgetting and weighting of information in the BIAS model. However, it would necessitate the introduction of psychological constructs like distinctiveness into the ILA that the ILA originally sought to replace. The data from the group assignment task
provide some support for the ILA, insofar as source memory is better for the majority than for the minority and best for positive
descriptions of the majority. Due to the preponderance of the majority and of positive descriptions, the formation of inter-item
associations, which facilitate memory retrieval, are more likely for the majority than the minority (Fiedler et al., 1993).
The results of the frequency estimates, group assignments, and evaluative trait rating are consistent with the SDA, but in the group
assignment task no heightened retrieval accuracy for negative descriptions of the minority was found. Based on the SDA, we expected
memory to be better for the minority than the majority and to be best for negative descriptions of the minority. Instead we found the
reversed pattern. Memory was better for the majority than the minority and positive descriptions of the majority were remembered
best. Our ﬁndings do, therefore, not support the SDA.
The latter ﬁnding is partially consistent with Fiedler et al. (1993), who reported that memory is better for positive items compared
to negative items. However, our results are inconsistent with the ﬁndings from memory studies on ICs that used multinomial processing tree models, which report that item memory is better for negative than for positive items, whereas source memory is equal for
all sources (Bulli & Primi, 2006; Klauer & Meiser, 2000; Meiser, 2003).
Most IC studies only control for the desirability of the behavior descriptions (e.g. Van Rooy et al., 2013). We used trait descriptions instead of behavior descriptions. This allowed us to exert more control for factors known to aﬀect memorability like
arousal, imageability, or word length. However, the word frequency was higher for positive traits than for negative traits in our study
reﬂecting an actual linguistic diﬀerence between positive and negative words (e.g. Zajonc, 1968). Nevertheless, the diﬀerence in
word frequency between positive and negative trait adjectives cannot account for the present results, because across both experiments source memory was better for the majority than the minority for both, positive (t(57) = 17.04, p < .001, d = 2.24) and
negative items (t(57) = 10.81, p < .001, d = 1.42). And last, but not least, at the immediate test negative items tended to be
remembered better than positive items for the minority (t(57) = −1.70, p = .095, d = −0.22; see also Fig. 5).
The latter ﬁnding seems to provide some tentative support for the SDA hypothesis. However, given the small eﬀect size, a sample
of roughly 130 participants would be necessary to test this eﬀect with suﬃcient power. Furthermore, as indicated by the regression
analysis, only memory performance for minority members with positive descriptions and majority members with negative
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descriptions is a reliable predictor of IC. Positive descriptions of the majority or negative descriptions of the minority contribute to the
prediction of IC only by removing criterion-irrelevant variance. Thus, even though a suﬃciently powered design might provide
evidence for heightened memory for shared distinctive items, this memory advantage alone might not be a strong determinant of the
IC. Thus, this additional analysis also did not provide support for the SDA.
We also analyzed our data by calculating the traditional measures of items discrimination Pr and response bias Br (Snodgrass &
Corwin, 1988). As major ﬁnding, the analysis indicated that positive items were more likely attributed to the majority than to the
minority. This eﬀect cannot be accounted for by diﬀerences in frequency between positive and negative items, because the response
bias eﬀect was similar in the skewed and equated frequency condition. However, this ﬁnding is in line with a study by Alves et al.
(2015) on the eﬀect of valence on recognition memory. Similar to our study, Alves and colleagues reported that there were diﬀerences in response bias, but not in item discrimination for positive and negative items. They attributed this eﬀect to the fact that
positive items are more similar to each other than negative items (Alves et al., 2015, 2017b). Thus, future studies that test the IC with
trait descriptions should also control for the inﬂuence of similarity. Another, yet to be tested possibility is that the ﬁnding reﬂects the
learning of the ratio between positive and negative items.
At ﬁrst sight, the results from the traditional memory measures Pr and Br seem to be at odds with the results from the unbiased hit
rates. The traditional measures revealed diﬀerences only in response bias, whereas the unbiased hit rates reveal superior memory for
the majority as compared to the minority. However, these two types of measures quantify diﬀerent aspects of memory. Although Pr
(or d’) scores are corrected for response bias by subtracting false alarm rate (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988), these measures assume that
detection is equal for both the majority and the minority. The majority is treated as target and the minority as distractor. Genuine
memory diﬀerences (i.e. diﬀerences in discrimination ability) between majority and minority would be ascribed to response bias. In
the current study, we used the unbiased hit rates, because we were interested in mnemonic diﬀerences between the majority and the
minority. Such diﬀerences would be masked by the traditional approaches. Unbiased hit rates allow the assessment of such memory
diﬀerences and have been successfully used in previous source memory studies (Bell et al., 2012; Suzuki & Suga, 2010).
If the observed memory advantage for the majority in the unbiased hit rates was solely due to a response bias in favor for the
majority, then all Br scores should be signiﬁcantly larger than 0.50. Br > 0.50 indicates a response bias that favors the majority over
the minority. A one-sample t-test of the Br scores across both experiments revealed that only the Br scores for positive items were
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0.50 (immediate: t(57) = 8.08, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.06; delayed: t(57) = 6.23, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 0.82). The Br scores for negative items did not diﬀer from 0.50 (immediate: t(57) = 1.03, p = .306, Cohen’s d = 0.14; delayed: t
(57) = 1.30, p = .198, Cohen’s d = 0.17). These results indicate that the diﬀerences in the unbiased hit rates cannot be attributed
solely to a response bias in favor for the majority, but might instead primarily reﬂect genuine memory diﬀerences.
A more general limitation of our experiments is that participants were informed beforehand that there will be a majority group
and a minority group. Indeed, ICs based on expectancies or self-relevance have been reported even when frequencies for one dimension have been equated (Spears, Eiser, & van der Pligt, 1987; Spears, van der Pligt, & Eiser, 1986). The instructions were designed
to closely follow those of Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976) which explicitly state the presence of a majority and a minority. This instruction might already have activated a pre-experimental association between belonging to a majority and positive traits and belonging to a minority and negative traits (McGarty et al., 1993). However, the very same instructions lead to a reversal of ICs, when
negative behavior is more prevalent indicating that participants respond according to the displayed information (Hamilton & Giﬀord,
1976, Exp. 2). Therefore, it seems unlikely that pre-existing associations alone are responsible for the observed eﬀect.
Future studies should use paradigms speciﬁcally designed to critically assess the validity of the SDA. The inclusion of foil items
and testing the same number of items from the majority, minority and foils should make the IC paradigm less susceptible to guessing
strategies and oﬀers more possibilities for assessing memory performance. Indeed, we found heightened source memory for negative
items of the minority if guessing strategy was taken into account in a recent study (Weigl, Mecklinger, & Rosburg, 2016). In addition
to such improvements in the experimental design, the use of time-sensitive methods like event-related potentials or eye tracking seem
suitable to shed more light on the cognitive processes at encoding that contribute to the development of ICs.
5.2. Temporal characteristics of the illusory correlation
No decline of ICs across time was found. In previous studies (Chapman, 1967; Lilli & Rehm, 1983) ICs wore oﬀ when participants
were tested on another sequence of stimuli immediately after the IC was assessed (e.g. learning 48 stimuli twice), most likely as a
result of increased transparency of the judgment situation (Lilli & Rehm, 1983, 1984). Consistent with this idea, the IC was not
reduced when participants were engaged in extended learning (e.g. learning 96 stimuli in a row; Lilli & Rehm, 1983) and no IC was
found, when participants were given only a summary table about the groups (Hamilton et al., 1985). In our case, participants did not
run through the same experimental procedure again and could, therefore, not proﬁt from their knowledge of the task, but had to rely
on the initially encoded information.
The absence of a decline in the extent of the IC might imply that the IC helps forming an expectation, which is later used to guide
behavior and attention giving rise to the expectancy-based IC (Hamilton, 1981; see also Garcia-Marques & Hamilton, 1996). Even
though one might have expected to see more decay in the memory judgments and an increase in the IC itself on the basis of the ILA,
all measures proved to be quite stable over the 40 min delay. This pattern of results is more consistent with the SDA. A study by Hunt
(2009) indicated that the eﬀects of distinctiveness on memory persist even after a retention interval as long as 48 h.
However, there are several limitations regarding the interpretation of the delay manipulation that should be discussed. First of all,
our delay was relative short. Even though some memory decay might be expected after a short time period (e.g. Rubin & Wenzel,
1996), a longer retention interval might allow a more conclusive assessment of the stability of ICs. Second, the sample size was rather
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low. Thus, the absence of an eﬀect might simply imply that the statistical power was insuﬃcient. Third, and more critically, we
measured the impact of a delay in a within subject design, i.e. subjects might have been inﬂuenced by their initial choices and ratings
(e.g. via remembering or response priming). Therefore, the second assessment might not be independent from the ﬁrst assessment.
Furthermore, the ﬁrst test oﬀered an opportunity to further consolidate memory. Indeed, studies on the testing eﬀect imply that
repeated tests on the same material might even lead to an improved performance (e.g. Karpicke & Roediger, 2008; Rosburg,
Johansson, Weigl, & Mecklinger, 2015). Future studies should also investigate the impact of delays in a between-subject design and
use longer retention intervals.
5.3. Implications for other illusory correlation accounts
The current ﬁndings also inform about the validity of other proposed accounts for ICs. The mere exposure eﬀect which is a
preference for more often encountered stimuli over less often encountered stimuli (Zajonc, 1968; see also Hamilton, 1981) might
oﬀer an alternative explanation why an IC can be observed in both frequency ratio conditions. In both cases participants see more
items referring to the majority than to the minority and therefore they might judge the majority group more favorably due to higher
familiarity. Even though mere exposure can explain the data in our study, the mere exposure eﬀect cannot explain the standard
ﬁnding that ICs are reversed when negative items are more frequent than positive items (Hamilton, 1981, Hamilton & Giﬀord, 1976
Exp. 2; see also Mullen & Johnson, 1990, for a review).
The current results cannot be accounted by assuming a pseudocontingency eﬀect (e.g. Fiedler, et al., 2009; Fiedler, Kutzner, &
Vogel, 2013). Pseudocontingencies arise when a covariation judgment has to be made for two dimensions that have skewed frequency distributions as base rate (e.g. both dimensions have a ration 3:1). In contrast to ICs, joint observations of both dimensions are
not necessary. Participants in a pseudocontingency paradigm use the information of the base rate to infer a correlation between two
dimensions. Although the results of Experiment 1 can be interpreted as a pseudocontingency, the results of Experiment 2 are clearly
incompatible with this view, because the base rate for the dimension valence is 50:50 and no pseudocontingency should arise.
Our data is also inconsistent with the accentuation approach (McGarty et al., 1993; for a related account see Sherman et al.,
2009). According to the accentuation approach, participants search for meaning in the material presented in an IC experiment. The
most sensible hypothesis in this scenario would be that one group is better than the other (McGarty et al., 1993). Positive information
about the majority and negative information about the minority provide evidence in favor for the majority. Negative information
about the majority and positive information about the minority would support the opposite conclusion. In the skewed frequency
condition, there are 24 items in favor for the majority and only 12 items in favor for the minority (see diagonals in Table 1).
Participants accentuate this perceived diﬀerence between the groups, i.e. the information on the diagonal favoring the majority is
emphasized. In the equated frequency condition, however, the number of stimuli on the diagonals is 18 in both cases and, therefore,
participants should not have a clear preference for one speciﬁc group as suggested by the accentuation approach.
This study has also implications for accounts that refute the erroneous or biased character of ICs. For example, Smith (1991)
postulated that subjects in an IC paradigm rely on the absolute and not on the relative frequency in their judgment. In the original
experiment of Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976), there is a surplus of 10 desirable behaviors for group A (18 desirable behaviors minus 8
undesirable behaviors). For group B, however, there is only a surplus of 5 desirable behaviors (9 desirable behaviors minus 4
undesirable behaviors). In this view, it is perfectly rational to rate the majority more favorably than the minority. However, in the
design of Experiment 2, the surplus would be zero for both groups (12 positive traits – 12 negative traits for the majority or 6 positive
traits – 6 negative traits for the minority; see Table 1). Nevertheless, an IC was observed in this condition.
A variant of this argument would be that participants might not pay attention to the complete contingency table when evaluating
the groups, but instead restrict themselves to consider only the positive instances (Fiedler, 1985). Indeed, if one is explicitly asked
about the number of positive instances in two classes, it is not at all erroneous to ignore the negative instances. From this perspective,
both Experiment 1 and 2 would provide evidence for the positivity of the majority (16 vs. 8 in Exp. 1 and 12 vs. 6 in Exp. 2; see
Table 1). This might explain why participants evaluated the majority more favorable than the minority in the evaluative trait rating,
because the scale is largely composed of positive traits. However, the frequency estimation task required the participant to explicitly
estimate the proportion of negative traits in both groups. In this case, participants should evaluate the majority less favorable than the
minority, because there are also more negative traits in the majority than in the minority.
Our results from the source memory task are consistent with Rothbart's (1981) availability account of ICs. Availability is determined not only by distinctiveness, but also by the frequency of occurrence (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). But in contrast to
Hamilton and Giﬀord (1976) who focus on distinctiveness, Rothbart (1981) argues that the most frequent category combination
should also be the most available category combination. In the typical IC experiment, the positive items of the majority are the most
frequent stimuli. Therefore, these items should be most available in memory. Consistent with this idea, we found that source memory
was better for the majority than the minority and best for positive traits of the majority. Our results are also in line with Rothbart,
Fulero, Jensen, Howard, and Birrell (1978) who not only found that extreme items are more available than less extreme items (Exp. 2
& 3), but also that positive items were remembered better than negative items, if positive items are more frequent than negative items
(Exp. 1). However, Rothbart’s account is somewhat diﬃcult to reconcile with the equated frequency condition in which only superior
source memory for the majority, but (due to the equated frequencies) no diﬀerence between positive and negative traits would have
been expected.
Finally, Murphy et al. (2011) proposed that associative learning models like the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner,
1972) can explain the development of ICs. They reasoned that the illusory correlation was only a transitory phenomenon in the
acquisition stage and that the contingency judgment would be quite accurate after suﬃcient learning, i.e. that the IC disappears after
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extended learning. According to the associative learning account the IC is transitory, because learning reaches the asymptote faster
for the majority than for the minority. The results of Murphy et al. (2011; see also Spiers, Love, Le Pelley, Gibb, & Murphy, 2016)
support the predictions. Due to the additional distinctiveness of negative items (e.g. Alves et al., 2015, 2016, 2017b), it seems
reasonable to assume that learning diﬀers between positive and negative items. In this case, the associative learning account by
Murphy et al. (2011) would also predict an IC in both, the skewed and the equated frequency condition. Critically, the illusory
correlation was maximal between 36 and 54 trials in the experiments by Murphy et al. (2011). Most studies on the IC, including our
two experiments, use between 36 and 48 trials (see Mullen & Johnson, 1990, for a review). It might be the case that our studies
measured the pre-asymptotical state and that no illusory correlation would have been observed with more number of trials. Since we
did not vary the trial number, our study does not allow conclusions about the validity of this alternative account. Future studies could
address whether the illusory correlation disappears with higher trial numbers. Comparing the extent of IC between the skewed and
the equated frequency condition at the asymptotic stage might provide a critical test for the validity of the associative learning
account.
6. Conclusion
This study demonstrated the presence of an IC in conditions with equated frequencies which – contrary to the predictions of the
information loss account – was similar in size and direction to the IC observed in the skewed frequency condition. Our results indicate
that the mere frequency ratio of positive to negative information is not the only psychologically active mechanism in the distinctiveness-based IC. Rather, the asymmetry in the processing of positive and negative information (Alves, Koch, & Unkelbach, 2017b;
Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001) might play an important role in the formation of ICs and stereotypes. However, a
pure distinctiveness approach was not supported either as rare items (negative items in the minority) were not better remembered
than more frequent items. We, therefore, conclude that both accounts fall short of explaining ICs, without adding additional assumptions. The associative learning approach by Murphy et al. (2011) might oﬀer the best explanation for the observed bias against
the minority, whereas our memory data best ﬁt best to Rothbart’s (1981) availability approach. It seems that multiple factors
contribute to the formation of ICs. Indeed, recent theorizing attempts to bridge the gap between the diﬀerent explanatory concepts
and seek to clarify their relative contribution to IC (e.g. van Rooy et al., 2013). Future studies should aim at further elucidating the
role of memory and learning in the distinctiveness-based IC. On this foundation, new and more integrative models of human covariation assessment can be developed.
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